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See this fun free states of question word search, free for use at home or at school It's printout states of matter word search PDF file, just click on the image to open pdf, you can save it or print it. Words included in this funny file are: condensation of evaporation solid liquid gas plasma sublimation deposition of smelting molecules Matter
freezing steam download/print Puzzle Error report Description There are three forms of matter (liquid, solid and gasy) homogeneous mixture of gases air the smallest particle of an element that still has the properties of the element atom homogeneous mixture of metals mainly copper and zinc bronze chemical change, when something
reacts quickly with oxygen, burning force, which liquid exerts upwards on the objects buoyant darkening is an example of this type of change chemical form of carbon, it is an irrevocable source of energy coal Milk is an example of this type of mixture. This type of mixture can disperse light. Colloid, it is relevant. It is fixed for pure substance
Pure substance Composition A, composed of two or more elements chemically combined compound Change steam in liquid Condensation To condense the water, the temperature should be ___ . Reducing a chemical reaction when the material begins to break down into simpler substances Mass of decay, divided by volume, it is a
density physical property A chemical reaction when the matter begins to disintegrate. Decay As the liquid is heated, it changes from liquid to paroid energy fuels that are not renewable Fossil physical change when liquid delay changes in vapour evaporation Energy is converted into this magnets rotated into generator Electricity Pure
substance, made of a kind of atomic element When water freezes it __ _ expands Colloid, composed of dust particles and water drops Fog The heat required to convert solid into a liquid is called the heat of __Fusion To __ is to turn liquid into solid freezing This of matter has particles moving very quickly, has a certain shape and
indeterminate volume Gases A heterogeneous mixture, when several types of rock present Granite mixture, in which you can see the different parts heterogeneous mixture , where everything looks the same homogeneous As temperature increases, the kinetic energy of molecules __ increases as the temperature increases a/an _turning
into a liquid, melts the source of geothermal heat magma source of solar energy uniform liquid cools the state of matter with moderately fast moving particles and without a certain shape One of the two types of matter, it is not chemically combined and does not have a certain fixed comnposition mixture The smallest particle of compound
molecule of kinetic molecular theory, the particles are in constant __200000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000 00000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000 , this chemical change is called __rusty Chemical change occurs, when wood __rot A
compound containing sodium and chlorine salt heterogeneous mixture sand A state of the substance, where the particles are very close to each other and move very slowly contaminated Physical properties defined as the amount of the substance at the moment. mass if this word is used, it will always lead to a chemical change reacts to a
homogeneous solution of the mixture To change directly from sublimation of steam heat added to change the liquid to steam id heat of __ __ evaporation Effect of evaporation of light by colloidal or tyndall Other name for gas vapor This liquid expands when it freezes water resistcce the liquid to flow viscosity the size of the space the
substance occupies a volume denser than water solid will __float page 2 of the rate of temperature changes Temperature curve diagram, representing the stability limits of the different phases in a chemical system at equal brium, in relation to variables such as composition and temperature Phase Diagram change from one state (solid or
liquid or gas) without changing the chemical composition Phase Diagram process of conversion of steam parking evaporation process from gaseous in liquid or solid state Condensation heat absorbed by a unit mass of the material at its boiling point to turn the material into gas at the same temperature The evaporation heat absorbed by
the mass of a unit of solid at its melting point to become a solid in liquid at the same temperature Fusion heat process , in which heat changes something from solid to liquid Melting heat to change something from the liquid to solid freezing heat application to change something from liquid to gas Boiling at a certain temperature and
pressure, in which solid, liquid and gaseous phases of a substance are all in balance with each other. Triple point that the matter is made of small particles all in random motion Kinetic theory matter are tightly packed, vibrating around a fixed position certain shape and a certain volume Solid are tightly packed, but far enough to glide on
each other for an indefinite shape and a certain volume liquid very far from each other and move freely indefinite shape and indeterminate volume Gas ionized gas. electricity and are affected by magnetic both indeterminate form and indeterminate volume Plasma number of calories required to increase the temperature of 1 gram of the
substance 1 ° C, or the number of BTU per pound per degree F Specific heat required to increase the temperature of the substance with one degree Heat output capacity to measure the amounts of thermal calorimetry measuring the heat calorimetry of the body's energy or system in terms of body movement or particles in the Kinetic
Energy act system , fact, or process of sublime sublimation settlement of particles or sediments on a surface. Particles can originate from vapor, solution, suspension, or snooze mixture Use this word search as a unit introduction or review. 100 dictionary words including: acid, alkaline, alkaline, AMORPHOUS, ATOMIC, ATOMIC, BASE,
BOILING, BOND, CHANGE, CHEMISTRY, COLLOID, COMPOUND, CONDENSATION, CONDUCTION, CORROSION, COVALENT, CRYSTAL, CRYSTAL, DENSITY, DIAGRAM, DIATOPAGE 2 FreeFreeReport, problem, resource is intended for British teachers. See the U.S. version. .
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